Note: This curriculum map shows the breadth of the content available for your students across our Year 1 and Year 2 scope and sequence. If your schedule cannot accommodate all the lessons in Year 1 or Year 2, you can focus on the core set of lessons marked with an (*) (Bolded = Year 1 core, Italicized = Year 2 core).
Rising educators should engage regularly in field experiences through their time in the EdRising Curriculum program – including observing classrooms, working with students, and leading classroom instruction. Clinical experiences should run in tandem with the EdRising Curriculum coursework. The frequency and intensity of the clinical experiences are flexible, but EdRising recommends a scaffolded approach where rising educators progress through four phases of clinical experiences:

**PREPARING**
Rising educators spend time in their Educators Rising Curriculum courses preparing for what to expect when they are immersed in the classroom and how to conduct themselves as representatives of the teaching profession.

**OBSERVING**
Rising educators hone their understanding of the complexities of teaching and learning through focused observations across elementary, middle, and secondary classroom settings.

**ASSISTING**
Rising educators assist in a learning environment (early childhood education, local school, or after-school community organization) to provide targeted support to individuals or small groups of rising educators.

**INTERNING**
Rising educators work closely under the guidance of a cooperating teacher in a classroom setting to assist with all aspects of instruction and, on occasion, lead lessons.

To help you start incorporating clinical experiences into your program, we provide resources for every step of the Coordination way including:

**Planning for Clinical Experiences**
Resources to help you organize a well-scaffolded progression of clinical opportunities across a variety of school settings.

**Preparing Your Rising Educators**
Resources to help you prepare your rising educators in advance of their clinical immersion.

**Teaming with Cooperating Teachers/Partner School**
Resources to help you engage schools and teachers to serve as hosts for your students.

We want to provide you with the tools you need to get your program up and running quickly. To do so we incorporate training, support, and printable resources to get you started.

**Training & Planning**
Join our virtual trainings or our live training at our National Conference to learn about the program and learn helpful ways to implement the curriculum in your context.

**Ongoing Support**
For ongoing support, join us for virtual office hours held by our implementation experts.

**Funding**
Learn how you can use existing school funds to support your program.

**Stakeholder Coordination**
Get tips on engaging your school, community, and higher education partners.

**Communications**
Resources to help you promote your EdRising program to different stakeholders.

Additional resources for program implementation can be found on the “Teacher Leader Resources” page in the membership portal once your site adopts the Educators Rising Curriculum.